L E G A L A N D C OM P L I A N C E

KNOW WHERE
YOUR BOUNDARIES LIE
Mortgage brokers are obliged to not only disclose a conflict of interest to clients,
but also to take relevant steps to ensure they are not suggesting an unsuitable
credit contract to consumers. If the line is crossed, there may be dire consequences.
WORDS Ω JESSICA ABELSOHN

C

onflicts of interest occur in almost all professions and consumer credit and the financial services
industries are no exception. The main difference with credit and financial services is, however,
that you’re dealing with a very large sum of money and quite often, a client’s biggest assets
and investments.

The most common situation where a conflict of interest may occur concerns lenders and commissions.
According to Gerard Brody, CEO of Consumer Action, this is very dangerous for consumers. “Mortgage
brokers are largely remunerated by commissions, which may provide inappropriate incentives for
brokers. For example, some lenders pay higher commissions than others and some lenders may pay higher
commissions for different loan products. This may lead brokers to recommend particular lenders or
particular products.”
Lesa Bransgrove, partner at law firm Bransgroves disagrees, “While the differences in commissions
certainly generates much discussion, in reality, the small differentials involved are unlikely to influence
the choice of product given the other critical factors at play, such as maintaining the client for future work
and obtaining referrals. The conflicts that have serious detrimental effects for brokers and their clients
are those that emerge when a broker wears different hats in a transaction, such as real estate agent or
financial planner. Discussion around these types of conflicts is often overlooked because of the focus on
commissions or incentives offered by lenders, which at the end of the day are only problematic if they result
in a customer being offered an unsuitable product.”

THE NCCP
The National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009 (NCCP) includes obligations regarding conflicts of
interest. Section 47(1)(b) states that you must have adequate arrangements in place to ensure your clients
are not disadvantaged by any conflict of interest that may arise.
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“The conflicts that
have serious detrimental
effects for brokers and their clients
are those that emerge when a broker
wears different hats in a transaction,
such as real estate agent or
financial planner.”
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“Disclosing a
potential conﬂict of
interest is not enough
to satisfy the obligations
detailed in the NCCP.”

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURES
An area that is currently coming under
scrutiny by ASIC relates to a broker’s need
to divulge their ownership structure. If a
lender owns a broking group, the consumer
should have the right to know, so they can ensure the
recommended product is right for them, as opposed
to the recommendation being due to the fact that it’s a
product offered by the bank.

According to ASIC’s Regulatory Guide 205, the term
‘adequate’ largely depends on the circumstances of each case.
The example used in the guide references lender commission
structures: “If a credit provider pays a licensee providing credit
assistance a higher rate of commission for achieving certain
volumes of sales, the licensee would need to adopt adequate
arrangements to ensure that consumers are not disadvantaged
by the possible conflict of interest that arises.” In this situation,
mortgage brokers cannot favour the chase of volume targets
over the interests of the client.

The investigation by ASIC followed the Murray
Inquiry, which directly recommended that mortgage
brokers disclose their ownership structure. The
Financial System Inquiry Final report had 43 other key
recommendations related to the financial industry.
According to Roy Morgan Research data, 55 per cent
of people who receive financial advice from a company
owned by a financial institution, but operating under a
different name, believed the company was independent.
The report states, “Often consumers do not understand
their financial adviser’s or mortgage broker’s
association with product issuers. This association
might limit the product range an adviser or broker can
recommend from.”

Bransgrove explains it this way, “[A mortgage broker’s
obligations are] to ensure that any perceived conflict, with their
own interests or the interests of another person, that would
affect the broker’s decision as to their choice of product for a
consumer, does not disadvantage the customer, and to have in
place arrangements to ensure this does not occur.” Importantly,
disclosing a potential conflict of interest is not enough to satisfy
the obligations detailed in the NCCP.

The report also claims that more transparency
relating to ownership structures will help to build trust
and confidence in the financial services sector. It’s
expected that legislation will be drafted to ensure
that brokers are disclosing all relationships with
related entities.

HOW TO MANAGE IT
An ASIC spokesperson says there are ways to guarantee
consumers are not disadvantaged, “[By] ensuring access to
a broad range of loans and having compliance procedures
designed to ensure consumers are not being placed in
unsuitable loans.”

While lender ownership of a broking group, for
example, might lead to a view of a conflict of interest,
brokers can use this to their advantage through the
enhanced perception of underlying financial support.
MFA A Head of Legal & Compliance, Peter Kennedy
says, “If a broker in this situation suggests a product,
or multiple products within their product disclosure
recommendation that are not from the supporting
brand, the conflict is arguably effectively removed.”

As a mortgage broker, you are expected to provide your client
with appropriate choices available in the market. Bransgrove
supports this, explaining that, “The obligation requires the
licensee to have a thoroughly researched and reasonably
representative list of products available to clients that it can
advise and arrange.”
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
There are plenty of examples of
situations where a conflict of interest
may arise. “[An] example of a potential
conflict is where a broker is a financial
planner advising the client to buy
property and then brokers the finance
for that property,” Bransgrove explains.
“There’s a potential conflict because
you are potentially incentivised to
recommend an investment in real
property so you can pick up the finance
broker work. The danger for a broker
is when a client complains to a broker
that the investment and loan were
unsuitable. The broker will be on the
back foot from the beginning.”
Different clawback policies between
lenders may also create a potential
conflict of interest between brokers
and consumers. “A broker is potentially
incentivised if they know that a
consumer is intending to discharge
a loan in less than a year to choose
a product where the lender does not
clawback 100 per cent of the broker’s
commission,” Bransgrove explains.
“Brokers are under no obligation to
work for free and this is a very strong
argument against clawback policies. In
the meantime, brokers should consider
fee for service or decline to act wherever
they see such a powerful conflict.”
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Also part of your obligations under the NCCP is to
ensure ACL representatives comply with the legislation.
Representatives include employees, directors, credit
representatives or any other person acting on your behalf.

to have adequate arrangements in place to ensure clients
were not disadvantaged by conflicts of interest regarding
commission payments.
“The conflicts Mr George was banned for did not involve
differential commissions,” says Bransgrove. “He was
involved with the spruiker of apartments on the Sunshine
Coast. In brokering 40 loans, Mr George gave misleading
information to lenders and failed to investigate the borrower’s
financial situation. A lesson to take away from this case is
that brokers who are receiving referrals from a developer or
real estate agent have to question whether they are liable to
be incentivised by the lead flow. Possible solutions would
be to refer the work to uninvolved colleagues or have your
aggregator scrutinise the loan applications.”

While the NCCP does not expect you to scrutinise every
transaction, you are expected to have systems in place to
determine whether your representatives are complying. “Such
arrangements could include compliance procedures to ensure
the licensee does not suggest an unsuitable credit contract
by reason of the potential conflict,” Bransgrove says. For
example, ensure representatives understand your compliance
obligations and arrangements and have measures in place to
remedy a breach.
ASIC suggests taking additional steps to address possible
conflicts of interest, stating, “Brokers should turn their minds
to what processes they would be comfortable pointing to if
the need arises to respond to any disputes, whether in
external dispute resolutions or the courts, or if a dispute
becomes public.” Essentially, it is all about preventing, rather
than repairing, the damage.

Further, according to an ASIC spokesperson, perception
can also be damaging to one’s reputation. “Sometimes the
perception of a conflict of interest can be as damaging as an
actual conflict of interest that is not adequately managed.”
It’s imperative that brokers understand that disclosing a
conflict of interest is not enough to satisfy the obligations
under the NCCP. Brokers must take steps to ensure they
are not putting their own needs before their client’s.
Furthermore, the MFA A’s Code of Practice requires that
members only recommend products that are appropriate for
the client, having undertaking an appropriate assessment of
their client’s ability to service the credit. Consumers turn to
brokers as a trusted adviser and it’s important that they feel
this confidence and trust from start to finish. ΩΩΩ

THE CONSEQUENCES
The consequences of not having adequate arrangements in
place to address conflicts of interest can be damning. First,
consumers can make an official complaint. “If brokers do not
adhere to their obligations, consumers can make a complaint
and may receive a remedy, such as compensation,” Brody
explains. “ASIC has regulatory power over brokers and can
seek substantial penalties for misconduct as well as ban
brokers.”

“Sometimes the
perception of a
conflict of interest can
be as damaging as an actual
conflict of interest that is not
adequately managed.”

According to an ASIC spokesperson, complaints by
consumers can go to the courts or external dispute resolution
schemes. This can require a large chunk of time and money.
In May 2013, ASIC cancelled the credit licence of Money
Choice and banned its director Matthew George. At the
time, ASIC Deputy Chairman, Peter Kell, said: “Mr George
demonstrated through his conduct that he is not a fit and
proper person to engage in credit activities. This included
some instances where Mr George preferred his own interests
to those of Money Choice’s clients.” George was banned from
engaging in credit activities for eight years and from providing
financial services for three years. It was found that he failed
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